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Viktória Barazsuly 
When You Can Step In: Budapest100,

Stories of Buildings and Their Inha-
bitants 
Keywords: Budapest100, 100-year old
buildings, Bauhaus, János Klaniczay
The event “Budapest100”opened the
doors of the buildings of Budapest for
the general public for the 9th time this
year. This cultural event was initially
exclusively focused on 100-year old
buildings and on the Bauhaus move-
ment, as a tribute at the 100th anniver-
sary of the great German art school. In
this interview, the architect János
Klaniczay, one of the project managers,
presents the initial objectives, the
organizational details, the implication
of the inhabitants, and the research
process. The event also carries an
important benefit from the perspective
of the history of architecture, as the
buildings included in the program
receive professional documentation,
while the “Budapest100” also creates
an active community involved in its
programs.

Zoltán Bereczki – Krisztián Kapusi
Miskolc Gateways 

Keywords: Miskolc, North-East Passage
Cultural and Academic Association,
“Private Half-Past in Miskolc”, “Átjáró”
(Gateway), interdisciplinary journal
The goal of the North-East Passage
Cultural and Academic Association,
established in 2007, is to enrich the
cultural life of the city of Miskolc and
to provide gateways between various
social groups and the surrounding
regions. The association also aims at
directly addressing the participants of
the historical half-past through a series
of publications aimed at the public
representation of family history. In
2013, the association has launched the
interdisciplinary journal “Átjáró” (Gate-
way), with issues dedicated to the in-
dustrial heritage, travel, urban green
areas, wine regions, World War I and
subcultures. The association was dis-

tinguished with the prestigious Europa
Nostra award in 2014.

Zsófia Gál 
Urban History for Children: Our

Treasure Cities
Keywords: “Kincses Képeskönyv” (Trea-
sure Cities) series, Transylvanian and
Hungarian urban history
The “Kincses Képeskönyv” (Treasure
Cities) book series presents the histo-
ries of the most important Transylva-
nian and Hungarian cities for children.
In addition to being based on the chil-
dren’s perspective, these volumes are
also strongly focused on historic au-
thenticity, due to the professional help
of the most widely recognized experts
in the field. Book chapters are pre-
sented chronologically and made more
interesting for the readers also through
the use of rich and spectacular illus-
trations. In this interview, the two book
editors, Balázs Zágoni and Bálint Zá-
goni, along with the book illustrator
Andrea Jánosi, talk about the creation
process of the volumes, their sources
of inspiration, the professional expe-
riences of the past decade, the feedback
from readers, and their future plans.

Árpád Korpás 
Bratislava Croissant – Delicious

History 
Keywords: Pozsonyi Kifli (“Bratislava
Croissant”) Civic Association, built and
cultural heritage of Bratislava
The Pozsonyi Kifli (“Bratislava Crois-
sant”) Civic Association was establi-
shed in 2010 by Hungarian intellec-
tuals from Slovakia, with the aim of
presenting the built and cultural he-
ritage of Bratislava. Its internet portal,
www.pozsonyikifli.sk (in Slovakian:
www.bratislavskerozky.sk) offers texts,
images, and a database related to the
history of this city. The Association
publishes books in Hungarian and
Slovakian on the city’s past and its
notable personalities, while also orga-
nizing thematic lectures in Hungarian
and Slovakian, sightseeing walks and
outdoor exhibitions. Its work was
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recognized with various Slovakian
awards.

János Orbán
Science in the Service of Built He-

ritage: The Architectural Topography
of Târgu Mureº
Keywords: Architectural Topography of
Târgu Mure?, scientific research on
built heritage, “A város színeváltozása”
(The Changing City) event series
The program entitled the Architectural
Topography of Târgu Mureº was laun-
ched in 2013 with the objective of
researching the built heritage of the
city in a wider sense, beyond the narr-
ower category of the architectural
monuments in the legal sense. This
article presents the research methods
of the program, the website created for
publishing the results (topographia.ro),
and the events for the promotion of the
built heritage, including the event
series “A város színeváltozása” (The
Changing City) as well as the sight-
seeing walks and events organized on
the Built Heritage Day.

Csaba T. Szabó 
New Trends in Archaeology: Perspec-

tives of Urban and Public Archaeo-
logy in Transylvania 
Keywords: public archaeology, urban
archaeology, Transylvania, archaeolo-
gical methodology, popular archaeolo-
gy, Roman archaeology
The article deals with the current state
of research on public and urban
archaeology in Transylvania, Romania.
After presenting a short history of the
notions in the Anglo-Saxon world, the
article presents the paradigmatic shifts
of both urban and public archaeology
in this area of Europe, contextualizing
the case studies of Alba Iulia, Cluj-
Napoca, Sibiu and other cities of
Transylvania in a broader theoretical
and geographical context as well. The
article emphasizes the importance of
public archaeology in Transylvania
and its perspectives based on the
current methodology established by G.
Moshenska.

Dorottya Újvári 
Seeing and Owning the City:

Photo-Archives and the Pictures of
the Past
Keywords: online urban archives, pho-
tographs, narratives, maps 
From the second half of the 2010s, an
increasing number of cities have
prepared their online archives which
thematise the city’s past through
photographs, narratives, maps, etc. All
these have been prepared primarily for
the locals and are based on dialogue:
the information shared by the insti-
tutions can be supplemented by the
users, providing examples for living
archives. This article starts from the
theoretical background of the city’s
visual experience, then calls attention
to some Western European and US
websites offering the digitized images
of cities. These archives can be studied
from multiple perspectives, since they
also show, besides the past of the
localities, how the city streets and
squares were seen by the inhabitants
100 or 150 years ago.

Anna Zöldi 
See, do not just look…. Projects 

of the KultúrAktív Association (Not
Just) about Architecture for Children 
Keywords: KultúrAktív Association,
Built Environment Education, cultural
mediation, “The City is Yours” series
Built Environment Education refers to
a diversified activity aiming at the
sensitization of the younger generation
towards the built heritage surrounding
them. But why is this necessary?
During the last centuries architecture
distanced itself from the layman users,
who mostly looked at architecture as a
majestic art. The goal of built environ-
ment education is not to transmit and
deepen architectural or art historical
knowledge, but to restore focus on the
human dimensions of building activi-
ties. Especially the younger generation
needs this the most, as they are the
future residents and users of our towns
and cities. Several programs are offered
by KultúrAktív, such as board games124
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around urban topics, “The City is Yours”
playful city guide series for primary
school pupils and the Heritage project,
which is aimed at teenagers and is
available on the internet. The aim of
these activities is to help the children
and the youth to gain more ownership
over the things created by architecture
and to encourage them to actively
shape their own environment. Our
important goal is to ensure that built
environment education becomes part

of the school curriculum and therefore
we organize courses and trainings for
the pedagogues, and we also actively
mediate between them and the archi-
tectural professional bodies. Of course,
we also count on the parents: exploring
our built environment is an amazing
family program. The website of our
organization offers thorough theore-
tical background knowledge, useful
games, and exciting programs for the
stake holders, namely to all of us.



A Korunk folyóiratot és intézményrendszerét 
anyagi hozzájárulással támogató magánszemélyek névsora 
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Támogató tagok 
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konkrét felvilágosítást nyújtunk.






